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PARSEC Meeting Schedule
2 PM
Art Show and Tell. Bring your art (painting, sculpture, photography, CGI and more) to talk about creativity and techniques. There will also be a vote to determine the cover art
for the Parsec 2007 calendar.
Carnegie Library, Squirrel Hill Branch
2 PM?
Field Trip to NASA's Glenn Research Center. Details of
where we will be meeting to begin our car pool to follow.
Museum admission is limited to US Citizens so bring identification (although the website does not make it clear what ID is
needed beyond a State issued drivers license, which is in
itself not proof of US citizenship.)
2 PM
Review of Hugo Nominated books.
Carnegie Library, Squirrel Hill Branch
Cover photos by Karen Yun-Lutz
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View From the Top

Obituary

The President’s Column - Kevin Geiselman

Flonet Biltgen

What's in a Name

Flonet was a Clarion graduate, a winner
of an early Writers of the Future contest,
a long-time member of Pittsburgh
Worldwrights, a willing panelist at all of
the early Confluences (even before they
were called Confluence), and a gracious
and entertaining lady. She died on March
29, 2006, only 61, of colon cancer, and
we will miss her wit and her delightful
smile very much.

No one has ever accused me of being unclear or
indistinct in speaking. When I worked at the Carnegie
Science Center, I did presentations without a microphone and, on at least one occasion, was able to make
myself heard in the back of the 300 seat auditorium
when the amplification system went out. In point of
fact, my voice was at one time a reason for my loosing a job because, I was
told, it’s volume was "inappropriate for a business environment."
So then, why is it that so many people get my name wrong when I’m working at the Help Desk? I can understand Kevin occasionally being mistaken for
Devin, Evan or even Calvin, but how about Jason, Justin, Edward, Dennis,
Kirk, Jeff, Mike, Paul, Dan, Tim and Jim? How can they mistake Kevin for any
one of those? Some conversational examples will explain further:
Geis: "I want to to try signing on with the password ABCD123."
User: "Woah, woah! Slow down.You're going too fast."
Geis: "A. . . B. . . C. . . "
Or, how about this one:

Geis: ". . . . that error means that you're going to have to reboot your
machine by pressing ctrl-alt-delete and selecting Shutdown and Restart.
User: "So, how do I do that?"
Geis: "By pressing ctrl-alt-delete and selecting Shutdown and Restart."

The most obvious answer is the most likely; people don't listen. Sure, they
hear what you are saying but there is a disconnect between what you say and
what makes it to their brain. Most of the time I think it's because you are merely the Help Desk and they expect you to solve things without engaging them in
the process. They want a miracle. I had one user with a hard drive making a terrible grinding sound who couldn't understand why I couldn't fix it over the
phone.
Now, I'm going to switch gears for a moment and quote the main character's introduction in V for Vendetta.
"This visage, no mere veneer of vanity, is it vestige of the vox populi, now
vacant, vanished, as the once vital voice of the verisimilitude now venerates
what they once vilified. However, this valorous visitation of a by-gone vexaPage 2

continued on page 11

Geis - continued from page 2

tion, stands vivified, and has vowed to vanquish these venal and virulent vermin van-guarding vice and vouchsafing the violently vicious and voracious violation of volition. The only verdict is vengeance; a vendetta, held as a votive,
not in vain, for the value and veracity of such shall one day vindicate the vigilant and the virtuous. Verily, this vichyssoise of verbiage veers most verbose
vis-à-vis an introduction, and so it is my very good honor to meet you and you
may call me V."
Did you go back and read that twice? Even when I saw the movie I wanted
them to rewind it a little so I could hear it again. Partially because it flew by so
quickly I wasn't sure I'd gotten it all, but mostly because it was such a marvelous use of language that I simply wanted to hear it again. And it was completely wasted because the vast majority of people going to see that film missed
it. They heard the words, probably recognized most of them, but just heard
"vendetta" and thought it was clever to title the movie that way.
The prose and poetry has gone from our daily lives, murdered by media
giants that produce for an 8th grade vocabulary. The linguistic pabulum we
have been fed has produced a society that expects answers to be made up of
small words or, better yet, no words at all. When people expect things to be
done without engaging their brains, it is perhaps too much to expect them to
remember your name.
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ambition? -- Authors who go to conventions get feedback that writers of other
genres do not get. (Two panels depending on authors or reviewers/editors.)
"Harry Potter as an introduction to Tolkien." (See March Locus review by Gary
Wolf) (recommend Tobias Buckell)
3) ? panel - SF is an internal dialogue (freq. def.) -- is it also backwards? -Borges essay "Predecessors of Kafka"
4) Author Panel - Fantasy traditions (Wolfe sites 4 -- are there more? do
you feel your work fits in these (does animal bond/transformation fit in)?
5) NY Review of SF: review/essay: Has SF lost it's sense of Wonder?
6) Maintaining a balance between today's morals and your future story.
7) Using SF or Fantasy tropes to illustrate (your) philosophy. (less obvious
message fiction) (the Brits) (hard SF for the Left)
8) Repressive societies in fiction and fact. What future was George Orwell
warning us about? Do distopians read escapist fiction? If SF is escapist and
Distopias are out of fashion, does that mean we're living one (in a distopia)?
9) Military styles change. Are they reflected in SF? How? (Have we forgotten the lessons of the 50s? Robots?) (Will the foot soldier be needed?)
10) Humanizing your post-human character. (How do you make an alien
alien enough, but still understandable.)
11) Why poexry instead of poetry? (As in, why write SF poetry instead of
mainstream poetry.)
12) Possible fantasy trend: Historical fantasy. (Dragons in Napoleanic
wars).
13) Terminology grossly misused/misconceived -- unintentional misuse vs conscious distortion
(when you write, please don't embarrass us.)
14) Demographic Trends (Western Europe depopulating... ) How does SF
reflect them?
15) Can SF/F drive? Fiction as an instrument of social change.
16) Real effects vs what everyone thinks were predictions of SF.
17) Effects of SF on robotics.
18) Is there SF that shouldn't be SF? (.. The Core ..) video or book version
19) Near Misses: Would have been good except... (why did books fail, how
could they be improved?)
20) SF has impacted film and TV, what media is next?
21) Is CGI ruining the movies? CGI impact -- animal handling, breaking
the laws of physics in fight scenes (inappropriate departure from Reality)
22) Whatever happened to Social SF?
23) When was the last time you read a SF book that didn't have a gun in it?
24) When is a trope not a cliche'? -- What is the difference? [Peterson's
field guide to tropes]
25) Today's horror: unexplained monsters. Monsters don't have a "history,"
they are just there.
Greg Armstrong
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Reviews
Books

Three books Ann Cecil might have nominated
for the Hugo...
This year the Hugo nomination deadline was
March 10th – the day before the PARSEC meeting
where we all talked about the state of sf and fantasy, came up with topics to use
for panels at Confluence, and repeatedly forced ourselves to stop having the
topic discussion right then and there. Usually the deadline is a day or so after
the meeting, and I didn’t look at the website until that morning, when I discovered to my horror that I had blown it.
So these reviews are of books I might have nominated, if I had just read the
directions a day sooner. Oddly enough, all three titles start with S, so I will
review them in alphabetical order. All are highly recommended reading, for
slightly different reasons.
Seeker
by Jack McDevitt
reviewed by Ann Cecil
Seeker is another of the consistently high quality page-turning mysteries
mixed with hard sf concepts that McDevitt regularly turns out. This one features his team of archeologist cum grave robbers Alex Benedict and Chase
Kolpath, who are not a romantic team (though you keep getting hints that there
are times wh -- there is an attraction). Seeker is the third book to feature the
pair, but is very much a stand-alone. Any back references are slid in seamlessly,
so the reader has no need to go back and read the earlier titles (except for the
fun of it).
While Seeker follows the formula of a past event that includes a secret to
be uncovered, the main part of the story centers on a chase between the
Benedict/Kolpath team and some unknown competitor to get to the prize first.
That prize, in this book, is a lost colony’s remains. The chase involves working
out puzzles on stellar rotation, gravity, and cometary trajectories, among other
astronomical features. McDevitt is an old and deft hand at making all this both
clear and fascinating reading.
The lost colony featured some charismatic leaders, and McDevitt delivers
again by making them believable, intriguing characters; you want to know what
happened to them and their colony. Seeker’s conclusion is especially satisfying,
if a little strained by the somewhat clumsy mechanics of the resolution of the
competition that immediately precedes it. The only weak note in the book
involves the current-day villain; I found it hard to credit, after two books of
being chased by killers, that our heroic team would be as gullible as the plot
requires. But that’s only a minor quibble in a seriously enjoyable book, complete with a batch of moral and ethical conundrums to match the science.
Someone Comes to Town, Someone Leaves Town
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by Cory Doctorow
reviewed by Ann Cecil
Cory Doctorow has picked up the mantle discarded years ago by Alfred
Bester, and brought experiments in form back to SF/F writing. Not only are the
characters in this book decidedly not your everyday boy and girl, but the tale is
not told in traditional linear fashion. We’re not just talking point of view
switches and sudden flash backs. There are paragraphs where Doctorow repeats
phrases (in threes), deliberately, bringing your attention back into tight focus on
the words. His hero is the quasi-normal son of a very eccentric family (ok, truly
weird). One that makes the Munsters look ordinary.
Alan/Adam/Andrew/Arthur/etc. (characters in the family do not have fixed
names) is trying to become normal, or at least pass. He moves in next door to
some young people; a brother and sister, a girl with a back problem and her
hostile boyfriend. Turns out the boyfriend can spot a deviant (non-Human) at a
glance, and uses that knowledge to extort and eventually harm.
The underlying story arc – accepting your differences and learning to live
with them – is surprisingly traditional. The charm and texture of the story come
from the stylistic adventures and the decidedly non-traditional weirdness of the
hero’s family. The wildly inventive relationships are mixed together with equal
amounts of sharply observed description of Toronto and its young people and
thoroughly geeky descriptions of current technology and its effects.
One of the coolest bits occurs near the end, when Alan/Adam/etc., who has
taken up the liberalizing cause of his friend Kurt (to bring free web access to
the entire Toronto Market area), meets a member of the younger generation who
tells them they are out of date and about to be replaced by the cell phone culture. Reality meets fiction and fiction floats off in traumatic shock.
Spin
by Robert Charles Wilson
reviewed by Ann Cecil
Spin continues Robert Charles Wilson’s obsession with destroying our
world as we know it, and then making the survivors cope with the difference.
The narrator is Tyler Dupree, and the plot that informs this account is his lifelong involvement with Jason Lawton and his sister Diane. The three are children together, the son and daughter of the rich man who owns the estate, with
Tyler the son of the housekeeper, but accepted, while they are children, as an
equal.
As children, they watch while the stars and moon go out for all of Earth;
someone has put a membrane around the world. Once we replace our satellites
with balloons, to keep the cell phones and the TV going, we send up quick
observation ships, that poke a nose through the membrane and then fall back to
Earth with data.
The trio are teenagers, going separate ways: Jason to the best schools for
science, Diane to a good woman’s college, and Tyler to an ok pre-med, when
the world learns the hideous truth: the membrane is moving the Earth forward
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March Minutes

Classified Report #17397 from Agent Code Name Roboman
Commander: As per your orders, I infiltrated the secret meeting of that sinister society known as PARSEC, which met on March 11, 2006, at the Squirrel
Hill branch of the Carnegie Library.
The meeting started well before it was called to order by the Supreme
Grand Poobah, whom the Parsecians call Geis. Members were deep into discussing panel ideas for a Science Fiction conference called Confluence when
the Geis arose and began the business portion of the meeting with old business.
Annual Parsec dues go up as of now (voted on last month) to $15 a year,
$3 for associate members.
Various announcements were made. Author Cory Doctorow plugged the
Alpha Science Fiction Workshop on Boing Boing, a website of interest to teens.
Writer Eric Davin announced a booksigning after the meeting at the Squirrel
Hill Barnes & Noble Bookseller. Pittsburgh Comicon will be at the Monroeville
Expo Mart on April 21, 22, and 23. Writer Jane Linskold will be at signing at
Borders at Pittsburgh Mills in Tarentum on May 13th. Unfortunately, this is a
Parsec meeting day. Anthrocon, a large furry convention, will be at the David
Lawrence Convention Center June 15-18. The party hotel is all booked, so there
may be problems having a Confluence Party there.
The arcane tradition of selling raffle tickets was observed, during which a
discussion of what to do with old LPs segued into discussion of versions of
classical music (The Planets). Chris Ferrier won the raffle, and took artwork.
Laurie Mann is looking for interesting things to do at Confluence on Friday
after poexry reading. Also, they have 4th floor suite at con for workshops
which is not fully programmed. The program staff needs ideas for what to put
there. Finally, let Laurie know if there is anything that needs to be on the schedule for Confluence. Send mail to program@spellcaster.org.
For future meetings, Parsec plans an art show & tell in April, and in May
there will be a road trip to Glenn Center in Ohio. June's meeting will feture a
discussion of Hugo nominees. Later in the year, the Parsec summer picnic will
be the19th of August in Bellview (built in grill), which is the third saturday of
that month rather than the usual second.
The main meeting consisted of a free-form discussion of potential panel
topics for the Confluence Science Fiction conference in July. A list of the topics
generated will be presented in a follow-up report. This report ends.

Panel Topics:
1) Writing Panel - How to handle those chiche'd tropes you gotta do -inspired by Scott Westerfield & Buffy (How do you explain FTL this time?
How do you tell people about Vampires?)
2) Author panel - Are you in a dialogue between genre tradition and literary
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An Open Quiz for Parsec Woman

William Blake Hall
An attractive man in an amorous mood says to you "Produce for me a golden
race who will conquer the stars of Orion." How might you respond?

1. "You're insane, get out of here or I'm calling the police."
2. "If you're about to pull off your mask and reveal that you're a giant golden
insect with antennas, mandibles, and twelve eyes, this relationship is so over."
3. "Let me put on a red camisole and we'll negotiate this."
4. "You first."
5. "Why don't we check into a bed and breakfast and take it from there?"
6. "On your salary? I don't think so."
7. "May I ask how they're going to be golden when we're both white?"
8. "Do you use this line on all your Earthwomen?"
9. "Can't we adopt instead?"
10. "Sure, stud, show me the day care center that will take care of them all and
you're on."
11. "Sorry, this is a dealbreaker, I'm out of here."
12. "I'm really not into producing -- but I can rehearse producing."
13. "Would you settle for one baby inside of two years?"
14. "Don't the stars of Orion have a say in this?"
15. "The stars of Orion? Would you settle for the hills of Pittsburgh?"
16. "Produce for me a diamond palace and you're on."
17. "I don't know what the hell you're smoking but I'd love to try some."
18. "I'd love to, but the average man can only make fifty contributions a year.
Can you do better?"
19. "I'm really much better at poetry."
20. "I'm not into producing races, but I can produce some very sexy noises, will
that do?"
21. "If you don't mind, I think I'm just going to wait for James Bond to assassinate you, please excuse me."
22. "Sorry, but the only woman on Earth who can help you already has Brad
Pitt."
23. "Let me think: poverty, world hunger, a clean environment -- no, that just
isn't a priority."
24. "Sorry, but to make certain that they'd be smart enough to go conquer the
stars of Orion, I'd have to cheat on you."
25. "Never until the fifth date."
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in time, speeding us on to the Sun’s decay. In maybe 30 years, the Sun will age
beyond its ability to keep us alive; Humanity is under a sentence of death.
Tyler is deeply in love with Diane, who seemed to return his affection.
Diane’s reaction to the sentence is to embrace a radical Christian cult, marry a
handsome cult leader and start living for the second coming. Jason’s reaction is
consistent with his past: he wants to know more: how it is happening, why it is
happening, anything he can know about this stunning turn of events.
Jason becomes the technical head of a foundation, into which the US pours
unlimited funds. Over time – the book spans the 30 years – Jason, with Tyler as
his personal physician (giving Tyler the opportunity to view all the crucial
events from the inside), mounts a series of increasingly impressive and complex
projects to find out what has happened and what we can do about it.
The book mixes equal doses of Tyler and Jason and Diane’s personal stories, including some surprises from their parents’ past, with the astronomical
and scientific extrapolation, giving us some fascinating guesses of how such a
feat could be done as well as logically extending consequences and speculating
on ways to counter it. Inside jokes (Tyler to a man from Mars, after they’ve
shared a glass of water :”Does this make us water brothers?” to which the man
says “Huh?”) are interwoven with sometimes warm, sometimes chilling scenes
of all-too-Human behavior and pages of clearly explained science fiction (or
fictional science?).
The conclusion ties together several strands in a satisfying and complex
weave, giving the reader and the characters hope, a kind of happiness, and some
insights into answers (which is about all we get in reality).
Empress
A Novel by Shan Sa
reviewed by Diane McCarty
Empress is a historical novel, rather than a fantasy. However, seventh century China and its imperial court are so far removed from our own world that it
feels like much more than just history. The novel is about China's only independantly reigning empress, Empress Wu. Her story here begins before
Heavenlight -- her given name -- is even born. We follow as she goes from losing her father to going to the emperor's harem. Her spirit catches the eye of the
emperor's son, Little Phoenix, who remembers her when he becomes emperor.
Her wit helps her ellude palace intrigue and become empress. When her husband can no longer rule due to illness, she takes over. When he dies, she
remains in power because none of her children can rule as well as she can. They
do not sit quietly forever waiting for her to die. Her ghost closes with comments on the resulting intrigues.
The three hundred some pages of this book seem short indeed. One sails
through Shan Sa's smooth style as if going down a river on a royal barge. The
sympathetic treatment of Empress Wu differs greatly from traditional history.
With its first person point of view, this novel would never be mistaken for a history book -- it's far too good a read.
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Lunacon Report
Ann Cecil

Another month, another road trip, another convention; isn’t that how it
goes? Lunacon, which is the New York City regional con, is now held in New
Jersey; mind you, it’s in Hasbrouck Heights, which is the next-to-last stop
before the George Washington Bridge going into uptown Manhattan. This does
make an out-of-towner a shade nervous about not missing the exit.
I got their mapquest directions printed out, looked to see exactly where I
was going, and then forgot to bring the directions with me. Ah well, as I said,
it’s New Jersey. I used to live there, I don’t need no stinking directions. I was
almost right. The directions had said the time would be 6 hours and 15 minutes:
turns out they were accurate for once. The actual exit and entrance to the hotel
requires a tricky turn left but stay right maneuver that, without directions, I
missed, but I found a place to turn around and got it on the second try.
Lunacon staff nicknamed their old hotel (located in Rye NY, just outside
the city to the north) the Escher Hilton, for its oddly connected corridors. The
nickname for the Hasbrouck Heights Hilton was Hotel D’Isaster.
Reconstruction was still in progress; meeting rooms were down makeshift
ramps, and stairways were blocked with sawhorses. The Lunacon staff had
resourcefully made signs: “this way to usable staircase,” “meeting room here.”
It didn’t help that the elevators were still using old numbers for the floors, and
the con program was not, so a panel on the 13th floor meant get off the elevator
on 12, and a panel on floor 2 meant get off at L, not 1. The restaurant was not
done; the bar had been turned into an approximation, with a dinner buffet in
tired steam tables, using paper plates and plastic silverware (though room service came on plates with real silverware).
Lunacon always attracts a nice selection of editors, agents, and publishers
along with authors, since it is right close to NYC. This year was no different;
the literary panels I found were the usual mix of fascinating (one on Templars,
which turned into a ‘real history’ lesson with Alexandra Honigsberg, Walter
Hunt and Robert Katz) and confused (one on Urban Fantasy, where the panelists, including Wen Spencer, struggled to come up with a definition and a
topic, given the lack of any précis for the panel). There were 8 tracks, with two
for ‘literary program’, one for media, one for art program and slide shows, one
for readings, one for filking, and the remaining two devoted to a high preponderance of fannish and costume programming in equal doses. The fannish panels included several on fan fiction, which is something I hadn’t seen at Lunacon
before. I checked one out, and felt déjà vu; this could have been MediaWest in
the 80’s.
Jim Butcher was GOH; I missed his speech, but he missed his Sunday
panel, and contributed very little to the panel on ‘Noir’ (dark mystery) that had
clearly been crafted to fit his ‘Dresden Files.’ The Art show was all pro, well
out of my price range. The Dealer’s room, which wound around several rooms,
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Announcements

• Jane Lindskold, the author of "The Firekeeper Saga," (Through Wolf Eyes;
Wolfs Head, Wolfs Heart; The Dragon Of Despair; Wolf Captured, and the April
release, Wolf Hunting) as well as two stand alones, The Buried Pyramid and
Child Of a Rainless Year will be doing a book signing at Borders Books and
Music in Tarentum.
You can learn more from her website www.janelindskold.com .

had the usual, but again, the prices reflected the nearness to NYC. Since we
had to leave the hotel to get real food, I missed some of the evening program –
panels ran until 1 or 2 in the morning! – but what I did hear was interesting.
“Strangers Have the Best Candy” was the best panel title, and benefited from
David Barr Kirtley’s presence [the panel was about creating compelling villains].
I had a good time, the weather was warmer than Pittsburgh, the drive was
easy, and I saw some folks I don’t meet otherwise (though I did some recruiting
for Confluence, of course). So next year I will probably go again.
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